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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Purpose of this Report
This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has been prepared by Ingham Planning Pty Ltd on
behalf of the Anglican Schools Corporation (ASC) in support of State Significant Development
SSD 8006 for the redevelopment of land owned by ASC known as Rouse Hill Anglican College.
This EIS should be read in conjunction with the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment
Requirements (SEARs) dated 2nd November 2016 and the supporting technical documents
provided as Appendix A – R.
The Site
The site is located approximately 1.5 km north-west of emerging Rouse Hill Regional Centre
within the Blacktown LGA in an area known as Area 20 Precinct of the North West Growth
Centre.
The Rouse Hill Anglican College has been established and operating from the subject land
since February 2002. The land, to which this development application relates, is known as Lot
1 DP 1083199 and Lot 113 DP 208203 Cudgegong Road (existing school lot) and Lot 14 DP
1120290 known as 37 Worcester Road, Rouse Hill.
The subject property is a large parcel of land occupying a total area of 9.413 hectares. This
includes the existing school site being 7.39 hectares and the new school owned parcel (ie. Lot
14) to the north being 2.023 hectares.
The Proposal
Rouse Hill Anglican College is one of a series of Anglican schools established by the Anglican
Schools Corporation, which is a body established by the Anglican Church Diocese of Sydney.
The existing school was established on the subject land following the original development
consent issued in 2001 which the school commenced in February 2002. The existing school
development provides for a student population of around 1,300 on the land.
The proposed development seeks to extend and redevelop the existing school facilities as
illustrated in the set of drawings prepared by Terroir Architects submitted with the application.
The redevelopment is intended to provide for the ongoing future growth of the school
development over the next 20 years with a proposed school population of 2,135 students
(including 40 FTE pre-Kindergarten places) by around the Year 2035. The student population
will be supported by a proposed staff of 194.
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The proposed development includes:
•

The clearing of trees and vegetation and earthworks including cut and fill to provide
for new junior school modules, internal road adjacent to northern boundary and
proposed central carpark.

•

The construction of a new relocated and expanded Junior School as an extension to
the existing school facilities. The proposed Junior School built form will predominantly
include three new modules (Block K, L and M) including 8 general learning classroom
areas (GLA’s) in each module and associated central learning areas, storage and
resource areas and toilet facilities. Covered verandahs extend around and interconnect
the three module buildings proposed for the Junior School.

•

The Out of School hours (OOSH) care currently operating before and after school hours
will be expanded into the new junior school facilities.

•

A new central junior school carpark is proposed on site midway between the Junior
school redevelopment and the existing school playing fields.

•

A new school library encompassing both junior and senior school library facilities,
teaching rooms, a student common room and study areas is proposed adjoining to the
north of the existing senior school module (Block E).

•

The demolition of existing Junior School buildings (Block A & B) and construction of a
new Senior School building fronting Rouse Road with upgraded connections to the
existing senior school campus

•

A new landscaped and terraced central COLA and grassed courtyard area enclosed by
surrounding verandahs of adjoining buildings.

•

A multi-purpose building is also proposed adjacent to the existing school gymnasium
building which will include a foyer from the central courtyard into the school hall,
rehearsal room, performance stage, music practice rooms, classroom, toilet and change
room facilities, equipment and storeroom areas.

•

Associated site landscaping and new school signage is also proposed as illustrated on
the architectural drawings.

•

Augmentation and construction of ancillary site infrastructure and utilities as required.

Capital Investment Value
A Quantity Surveyors cost of works has been prepared in accordance with Schedule 15 of State
Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional Development) 2011. In accordance with
this policy, an ‘educational establishment’ with a capital investment value (CIV) of more than
$30 million is identified as ‘State Significant Development’.
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The CIV for the proposal is calculated at over $30 million as detailed in the Quantity Surveyors
Cost Assessment attached at Appendix Q. As the cost of works exceeds $30 million, the EIS
will be submitted to the NSW Department of Planning and Environment for assessment and
determination.
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INTRODUCTION
This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has been prepared to accompany a state
significant development application for the expansion of Rouse Hill Anglican College
occupying land between Worcester Road, Rouse Road and Cudgegong Road, Rouse
Hill.
This EIS is submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment pursuant to Part
4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) in support of an
application for State Significant Development. Development for an educational
establishment with a capital investment value of more than $30 million is declared to
be state significant development under the provisions of the EP&A Act.
The project (SSD 8006) has been issued with the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment
Requirements (SEARs) dated 2 November 2016 from the Department of Planning and
Environment. Updated SEARs were issued on 29 September 2017 for the project (see
Annexure I at the rear of this EIS)
The new school building works include extensions onto new school owned land
adjoining the existing school site known as Lot 14 DP 1120290 (37 Worcester Road,
Rouse Hill). The development application involves the relocation and expansion of the
junior school onto the new site including on-site parking, landscaping and shared
learning facilities and the construction of a library, COLA, multi-purpose hall and
landscaped works on the existing school site.
The proposed development involves the increase in the number of school buildings on
site and improving the learning and teaching facilities on the school to cater for the
varying educational needs of the students and provide for the intended intake of
students over the next 20 years. The ultimate school population of Rouse Hill Anglican
College in 2035 is expected to be 2135 students.
The proposed built form will predominantly include three new Junior School modules
(Block K, L and M) including 8 classrooms in each module and associated central
learning areas, storage and resource areas and toilet facilities. A new school library
adjoining to the north of the existing senior school module (Block E) is proposed with
an adjoining new landscaped and terraced central COLA and landscaped courtyard.
Demolition of existing junior school classrooms and redevelopment of a new Senior
School building fronting Rouse Road with connections to existing senior school
facilities. A multi-purpose building is also proposed adjacent to the existing school
gymnasium building Details of the proposed development are provided in Section 4
of this EIS and a reduced set of drawings provided in Volume 2 – Set of Drawings.
This EIS has been prepared by Ingham Planning Pty Ltd on behalf of the Anglican
Schools Corporation and is supported by other technical information. The report will
examine the characteristics of the subject property, planning history of the subject site,
the nature of the surrounding locality and Council's current zoning and development
controls applicable to the subject site.
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This EIS has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the EP&A Act, the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act Regulations 2000 (EP&A Regulations)
and the SEARs issued for the preparation of the EIS. This EIS should be read in
conjunction with the supporting information and plans appended.

2.

THE SUBJECT PROPERTY
The subject property is located between Worcester Road, Rouse Road and Cudgegong
Road, Rouse Hill. (see Figure 1 - Location and Figure 2 - The Site). Rouse Hill Anglican
College is currently located on the land fronting Worcester Road. The additional land
parcel adjoining to the north of the existing school in Worcester Road (Lot 14 DP
1120290) forms part of the larger school owned site and is proposed to be developed
for the expanded Junior School development.
The land, to which this development application relates, is known as Lot 1 DP 1083199
and Lot 113 DP 208203 Cudgegong Road (existing school lot) and Lot 14 DP 1120290
known as 37 Worcester Road, Rouse Hill.
The subject property is a large parcel of land occupying a total area of 9.413 hectares.
This includes the existing school site being 7.39 hectares and the new school owned
parcel (ie. Lot 14) to the north being 2.023 hectares.
Lot 14 is generally managed grass open paddock area with scattered trees and has a
gentle slope of around 10-15%. The site elevation ranges from 52.5 AHD in the south
eastern corner to 67.5 AHD in the central north of the site.
It is noted that the previous dwelling on Lot 14 has recently been demolished under
CDC 170365 with Occupation Certificate received on the 12th September 2017. A
Remedial Action Plan (RAP) has been prepared by Martens Consulting along with a
waste classification report which was lodged with Blacktown City Council on the 13th
September 2017.
Lot 113 adjoining to the rear of the site and extending to Cudgegong Road has been
developed for school playing fields. The school owned property is illustrated in Figure
3 - Aerial Photograph.

3.

THE SURROUNDING LOCALITY
The subject property is located on the corner of Rouse Road and Worcester Road
approximately 700 metres to the west of the intersection of Rouse Road and Windsor
Road and includes the adjoining parcel of land to the rear of the site that extends
through to Cudgegong Road. A causeway in Rouse Road approximately 100 metres
to the east of the property indicates the crossing of Second Ponds Creek with the road.
Adjoining to the north of the subject site is a rural/residential property with a Sydney
Water Reservoir facility located further to the north.

Location

FIGURE 1

N
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Source – UBD

Site

FIGURE 2

N

Ingham Planning
PTY LTD
Source – DA
Drawing MP-00-04
Site Demolition Plan

Aerial Photograph

FIGURE 3
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On the opposite side of Worcester Road is land previously used by the Turtle
Landscape Supplies and Nursery which has been relocated and adjoins land known as
the Rouse Hill Regional Park. Rouse Hill Regional Park incorporates the heritage item
known as Rouse Hill House including the house, stables and garden of the original
homestead.
The subject land is located within relatively close proximity to the new Rouse Hill
Regional Town Centre approximately 1.5 km to the south-east of the subject site. The
regional centre is the primary centre serving the needs of all residents of and
employees within the North West Sector. Future planning for new community ovals
on the opposite side of Rouse Road and the Cudgegong railway station and stabling
yards has been undertaken and discussed further in Section 5.1 of this SEE.

4.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

4.1

Development Philosophy
Rouse Hill Anglican College is one of a series of Anglican schools established by the
Anglican Schools Corporation, which is a body established by the Anglican Church
Diocese of Sydney. These schools are structured to be accessible to the great majority
of students. The design and curriculum are well resourced and the schools aim is to
provide a very high quality education for students. They stress academic excellence in
a caring Christian environment.
The existing school was originally established on the land following the original
development consent issued in 2001 with the school commencing on the subject site
in February 2002. The staged expansion of the school over the last 14 years is
illustrated in Figure 4 – Previous Stages. The existing school development provides
for a student population of around 1,300 on the land.

4.2

Consultation
During the preparation of planning and design for the proposed expansion to Rouse
Hill Anglican College, the applicant has consulted with the relevant local Council
(Blacktown Council), State authorities and service providers.
A Pre Application Meeting (PAM) with Blacktown City Council was undertaken on 16
July 2015 between school representatives and Council staff. The proposal outlined the
construction of the expanded Junior School on the newly purchased Lot 14, parking
and new school library, multi purpose hall and playing courts.
Following an internal review of future planning needs, the redevelopment of a portion
of the existing senior school was investigated to accommodate the planned growth of
the school over the coming years. These works took the value over $30 Million in costs
and a state significant development application was subsequently lodged in October
2016.

Previous Stages

FIGURE 4

N

N
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A further project briefing and consultation meeting was held between the applicant
and Blacktown Council chaired by Judith Portelli (Manager Development Assessment).
Blacktown Council have subsequently provided their input into the SEARS. The matters
raised by Blacktown Council are addressed in the assessment provided within this EIS.
4.3

Proposed Development
The proposed works for which development approval is sought are illustrated in the
set of drawings prepared by Terroir Architects (and others) and submitted with the
development application. A reduced set of these plans is attached as Volume 2 - Set
of Drawings.
The development application is intended to provide for the ongoing future growth of
the school development over the next 20 years with a proposed school population of
2,135 students (including 40 FTE pre-Kindergarten places).
The student population will be supported by a proposed total staff of 194. The phasing
of school development is indicated in Section 4.4 of EIS.
The proposed development includes the clearing of trees and vegetation and
earthworks including cut and fill to provide for new junior school modules, internal
road adjacent to northern boundary and proposed central carpark. New school
signage is also proposed at Worcester Road as illustrated on the architectural drawings.
The proposal includes the construction of a new relocated and expanded Junior School
as an extension to the existing school facilities on site and provides improved teaching
and learning facilities to cater for the growing demand for independent school student
places within the planned release of the North West growth sector.
The Junior School design is innovative, encompassing classroom areas grouped around
a central resource centre, seminar space and interview room, forming a module which
is the basic building unit of the school.
The proposed built form will predominantly include three new Junior School modules
(Block K, L and M) including 8 general learning classroom areas (GLA’s) in each module
and associated central learning areas, storage and resource areas and toilet facilities.
The central learning area is immediately accessible from each of the classrooms (GLA’s)
and includes access to a mezzanine storage and resource area. Covered verandahs
extend around and interconnect the three module buildings proposed for the Junior
School.
The proposed development involves the construction of a new Junior School providing
quality modern teaching facilities for the primary school adjoining existing recreational
playing fields for the use of the whole school and connections to existing and planned
school campus facilities.
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It is proposed that existing Out of School hours (OOSH) care will be expanded
providing before and after school hours operating from the new junior school facilities.
A new central junior school carpark is proposed on site midway between the Junior
school redevelopment and the existing school playing fields adjacent to the existing
carpark and hardcourts. Access to the carpark is from Worcester Road via an internal
driveway extending along the northern boundary of the site. This area will provide off
street school carparking and drop off/pick up accessible from Worcester Road. Exit is
provided from Cudgegong Road.
In addition, within the existing Rouse Hill Anglican College (RHAC) site, a new school
library encompassing both junior and senior school library facilities, teaching rooms, a
student common room and study areas and terraced central COLA with grassed
courtyard area is proposed adjoining to the north of the existing senior school module
(Block E).
A multi-purpose building is also proposed adjacent to the existing school gymnasium
building which will include a foyer from the central courtyard into the school hall,
rehearsal room, performance stage, music practice rooms, classroom, toilet and change
room facilities, equipment and storeroom areas.
The proposal includes the demolition of existing junior school classrooms and
redevelopment of a new Senior School building fronting Rouse Road with connections
to the existing senior school campus.
4.4

Phasing of Development and Enrolment Projection
The application seeks approval for the total development and student enrolment as
shown within the plans and detailed previously in Section 4.2. To assist in the
understanding of the progress of development envisaged over time a phasing of
development and indicative enrolment projection has been submitted with the
application.
The Rouse Hill Anglican College expansion is intended to be constructed in phases with
the first phase completed in time for the occupation of Block K & L of the new Junior
School buildings in 2019/2020. It is envisaged that the total works proposed will be
constructed over 10-15 years. Indicative Phasing Plans have been prepared and lodged
with the development application drawings to illustrate the intended phases of work
on site.
The initial Phase 1 of work will involve the construction of the Block K Junior School
building comprising 8 GLA’s and 2 pre-Kindergarten rooms with adjoining carpark and
drop off area, Worcester Road vehicular access driveway and new vehicular circulation
arrangements established (see Drawing MP-10-05). Associated landscaping and
outdoor areas including terraced play area and connections to existing school facilities
will be provided to allow for the accommodation of pre-Kindergarten and Kindergarten
classrooms.
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Phase 2 of the proposed works will include the construction of Block L in front of Block
K to accommodate relocated and expanded Year 1 and 2 classrooms (see Drawing MP10-06). A Junior School library will be temporarily located in the seminar space of Block
L. A new central staircase, access ramps and lift within terraced and landscaped slope
will be installed to connect with existing school facilities. The new central carpark will
be expanded to provide additional Junior School carparking. Access and internal
circulation arrangements will be modified to connect to Cudgegong Road.
The implementation of Phase 1 and 2 will allow for Phase 3 replacement of existing
junior school buildings (Block B) to accommodate planned intake of additional senior
school students. These works will include the refurbishment of Block A and a new
driveway access and turning circle for deliveries to the workshop from Rouse Road.
(see Drawing MP-10-07)
Phase 4 will include the construction of the new library building and adjacent external
areas, refurbishments to colonnades of existing buildings and new COLA structure. The
new library will have connections to the new Junior School development via existing
pathways/connections and will include both Junior and Senior school permanent
library facilities. (see Drawing MP-10-08)
Phase 5 involves the replacement of the Block A building with a new Senior School
building fronting Rouse Road with connections to the existing senior school campus.
(see Drawing MP-10-09)
Phase 6 is planned to embrace the construction of the new multi-purpose building
and gym awning with adjacent external area upgrade. (see Drawing MP-10-10)
Phase 7 will result in the completion of the Junior School development with the
construction of Block M to accommodate new primary school general learning areas
for expansion of Years 3 to 6, new canteen and bike shed. (see Drawing MP-10-11)

5.

ZONING AND DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS

5.1.

State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Region Growth Centres)

5.1.1 Background
In 2005, the Department of Planning placed on exhibition background information and
reports on planning for the new land release areas in the North West and South West
of Sydney. This package titled Managing Sydney’s Growth Centres includes a Planning
Report for the North West Growth Centre. Ingham Planning Pty Ltd wrote to the
Department of Planning in August 2005 during the public exhibition of the Draft North
West and South West Sector plans advising of all of the existing Anglican Schools
Corporation land holdings where school currently exist or are planned.
This planning package was a prelude to Draft State Environmental Planning Policy
(Sydney Region Growth Centres) which was released for public exhibition in early 2006.
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During the public exhibition the Anglican Schools Corporation made a submission to
the Department of Planning in regard to both their existing and proposed schools
throughout the South West and North West Sector of Sydney. It is not standard
practice for State or Local government to set aside land and plan for independent
schools in strategic planning processes throughout metropolitan NSW. This is despite
the fact that over one third of students in NSW are educated through independent
schools.
The submission from the Anglican Schools Corporation requested that the State
Government take into account the location of land owned by the Anglican Schools
Limited that are planned for future schools in the further detailed planning and
assessment of both the North West and South West sector.
It is considered that the subject site is ideally suited for the proposed expansion of the
existing Rouse Hill Anglican College as it is effectively an extension to the existing
school that has been previously approved for the area and currently exists on the site.
5.1.2 Cudgegong Road Station (Area 20 Precinct) – North West Growth Centre
The subject site is located within the North West Growth Centre and forms part of the
Cudgegong Road Station (Area 20 Precinct) which is located wholly within the
Blacktown Local Government Area (LGA). The Area 20 Precinct has been rezoned for
urban development by the NSW Government in October 2011.
Area 20 benefits from existing and planned sewerage, drinking water and electricity
infrastructure including the 40 million litre Rouse Hill Water Reservoir that was
completed in April 2011. The Area 20 Precinct Plan is illustrated in Figure 5 – Area 20
Precinct Plan and illustrates the existing Rouse Hill Anglican College site.
The State Governments publications indicate that this precinct will provide land for
approximately 2,500 homes and 6,400 residents with easy access to public transport
and the Rouse Hill Town Centre. The precinct includes land for the North West Rail
Link and the commuter station known as Cudgegong Station including land zoned for
a local commercial centre adjacent to the new railway station. The precinct will include
provision of more than 19 hectares of parks and recreations areas and environmental
corridors along Second Ponds Creek.
5.1.3 Zoning
The Cudgegong Road Station (Area 20 Precinct ) was rezoned for urban development
in October 2011. The rezoning and development of this area will provide a range of
new homes which are close to jobs, parks, schools and services. Planning controls have
been developed to take advantage of the new Cudgegong Road Station on the Sydney
Metro North West Line. The station will be open in 2019.
State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Regional Growth Centres) 2006 (the
Growth Centres SEPP) is the statutory planning instrument that provides the zoning of
Cudgegong Road Station (Area 20 Precinct) land within the North West Growth Centre.

Area 20 Indicative Layout Precinct Plan

FIGURE 5

N

Ingham Planning
PTY LTD
Source:
GCPDCP 2010
Fig 2-1
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The zoning of the subject land is R2 Low Density Residential as illustrated in Figure 6
- Zoning.
The following land use table indicates the objectives of the zone and the uses which
are permitted within the zone.
Zone R2 Low Density Residential
1 Objectives of zone
• To provide for the housing needs of the community within a low density residential
environment.
• To enable other land uses that provide facilities or services to meet the day to day needs of
residents.
• To allow people to carry out a reasonable range of activities from their homes, where such
activities are not likely to adversely affect the living environment of neighbours.
• To support the well-being of the community, by enabling educational, recreational,
community, religious and other activities where compatible with the amenity of a low density
residential environment.
2 Permitted without consent
Home occupations
3 Permitted with consent
Bed and breakfast accommodation; Business identification signs; Child care centres; Community
facilities; Dual occupancies; Dwelling houses; Drainage; Earthworks; Educational
establishments; Environmental protection works; Exhibition homes; Exhibition villages; Group
homes; Health consulting rooms; Home-based child care; Home businesses; Home industries;
Information and education facilities; Neighbourhood shops; Places of public worship; Roads;
Secondary dwellings; Semi-detached dwellings; Shop top housing; Studio dwellings; Swimming
pools; Veterinary hospitals
4 Prohibited
Any development not specified in item 2 or 3

Educational establishments are permissible in the zone. The Growth Centres SEPP
adopts the following definition for educational establishments.
Educational
establishment means:
“a building or place used for education (including teaching), being:
(a) a school, or
(b) a tertiary institution, including a university or a TAFE establishment, that provides
formal education and is constituted by or under an Act.”
5.2.

Blacktown City Council Growth Centre Precinct Development Control Plan 2010
Schedule 4 Area 20 Precinct (Cudgegong Road Station) of Blacktown Growth Centre
Precinct Development Control Plan 2010 (BCC Growth Centre DCP 2010) applies to the
subject land.

Zoning

FIGURE 6

N

Ingham Planning
PTY LTD

Source – SEPP
(Sydney Region
Growth Centres)
2006
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This Schedule was adopted by the delegate of the Director General of the Department
of Planning and Infrastructure on 25 October 2011 and came into force on 1 November
2011. It was amended in July 2015.
The Precinct Indicative Layout Plan that has been developed for Area 20 is reproduced
as Figure 2-1 of the BCC Growth Centres DCP 2010. As illustrated in Figure 7 –
Indicative Precinct and Surrounds, the existing Anglican School and oval forms a key
component of the existing urban infrastructure and future planning of the precinct.
The provisions of the BCC Growth Centres DCP 2010 (Area 20) will be discussed further
in Section 6.3.
5.3

State Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional Development) 2011
The aim of this policy is to identify development that is State Significant Development
(SSD). Pursuant to the State and Regional Development SEPP (SRD SEPP) a project will
be SSD if it falls into one of the classes of development listed in Schedule 1 of the SEPP.
“Educational establishment (including associated research facilities)” with a Capital
Investment Value (CIV) in excess of $30 million or more are identified as SSD and are
considered to be development of State significance.
The proposed works have a CIV of over $30 million, and so qualifies as SSD. A Quantity
Surveyors report has been prepared and attached as Appendix Q confirming the total
CIV of the project.

5.4

State Environmental Planning Policy (Educational Establishments and Child Care
Facilities 2017)
In February 2017, in order to meet the challenges of growing educational demand
throughout NSW and provisions of flexibility to accommodate the educational facilities
required reforms to planning for the educational sector were announced with the
release of Draft State Environmental Planning Policy - Educational Establishments and
Child Care Facilities 2017 referred in this EIS as Draft SEPP (EECC 2017). This new SEPP
was gazetted on 1st September 2017.
In regard to school development, the current planning controls for school development
under Division 3 of the Infrastructure SEPP are repealed and transferred into the
proposed SEPP (EECC 2017). Additional provisions for further exempt, complying and
permissible development are being introduced to assist in the delivery of essential
school infrastructure.
The proposed changes include provisions to permit minor expansions to schools and
allowing up to a 10% increase in the numbers of students and staff (above the previous
12 months) on an existing school site as complying development.

Indicative Precinct & Surrounds

FIGURE 7
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In regard to State Significant Development, alterations and additions to existing
schools that have a project cost of $20 Million are proposed to be categorised as State
Significant Development (SSD).
To provide flexibility to accommodate built form requirements, the proposed SEPP will
enable the consent authority to grant development consent even if a development
does not comply with the development standards such as height and floor space ratios
contained in a local environmental plan. The applicant will be required to justify the
departure from the development standards and demonstrate that there are sufficient
environmental planning grounds to support the contravention. A part of the proposed
Junior School building does not technically comply with the numeric height control
over part of the subject site. This matter is further discussed in Section 6.1 and
Annexure II of this EIS.
The SEPP also introduces seven design quality principles that apply to schools to ensure
school infrastructure is well designed and responsive to its purpose and location. The
consent authority will be required to take into consideration the design quality of the
proposed development in accordance with these design quality principles. The project
architect has provided a response to the design quality principles for this project as
detailed in Appendix A.
5.5

State Environmental Planning Policy No.55 (Remediation of Land)
The provisions of SEPP 55 – Remediation of Land apply to the land. SEPP 55 provides
state-wide planning controls for the investigation and remediation of contaminated
land with the goal of reducing the risk of harm to human health and the environment.
Clause 7(a) of SEPP 55 requires that Council shall not grant consent to any development
unless:
(a) it has considered whether the land is contaminated, and
(b) if the land is contaminated, it is satisfied that the land is suitable in its contaminated state (or will
be suitable, after remediation) for the purpose for which the development is proposed to be
carried out, and
(c) if the land requires remediation to be made suitable for the purpose for which the development is
proposed to be carried out, it is satisfied that the land will be remediated before the land is used
for that purpose.

The existing school site has been subject to assessment of contamination as part of the
previous development consents issued by Blacktown Council. The proposal includes
the expansion of the existing school onto the adjoining allotment of land (owned by
Anglican Schools Corporation) known as Lot 14 DP 1120290.
A Detailed Site Investigation of Lot 14 DP 1120290 has been undertaken by Martens
Consulting Engineers. This report forms part of the development application (see
Appendix B). As discussed in the background to the EIS, the previous dwelling on Lot
14 has recently been demolished under CDC 170365 with Occupation Certificate
received on the 12th September 2017.
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A Remedial Action Plan (RAP) has been prepared by Martens Consulting along with a
waste classification report which was lodged with Blacktown City Council on the 13th
September 2017.
Lot 14 is identified as comprising moderate potential for salinity (see Figure 8 – Area
20 Salinity Map) A Salinity and Geotechnical Assessment of Lot 14 DP 1120290 has
been undertaken by Martens Consulting Engineers and also forms part of the
development application (see Appendix C)
5.6

Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No.19 - Rouse Hill Development Area
Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No.19 (SREP 19) covers about 9,400 ha in the
north-west sector of the metropolitan area known as the Rouse Hill Development Area.
The plan co-ordinates planning and decision making for long term growth, identifying
land that is suitable for urban purposes and provides for orderly and economic
development of the land.
The subject property is identified in the Structure Plan accompanying SREP 19 as being
within the Living Area zone according to the provisions of plan. The objectives of the
Living Area zone are as follows:
"(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

to facilitate and promote development for residential purposes, including
development for the purposes of providing facilities and services to support
residential development (such as neighbourhood and district centres, shops,
schools and recreation areas);
to enable the development of commercial, employment, human services and
other land uses required to support residential land purposes;
to provide affordable accommodation to meet the needs of households of all
types with a variety of housing in type, tenure, price and location;
to promote within each release area achievement of an average residential
density of at least 10 dwellings for each hectare of land shown on the map as
Living Area;
to encourage medium and high density development to be carried out in
proximity to public transport routes and interchanges and near shopping centres;
to allow medium density development wherever dwelling houses are allowed;
to structure the network of roads to promote efficient operation of bus routes; and
to facilitate the provision of drainage systems as well as vegetation protection
along major creek systems. "

SREP 19 was the precursor planning instrument for the locality prior to the Growth
Centre SEPP. The Area 20 Precinct has been rezoned for urban development by the
NSW Government.
The State Governments publications for the Cudgegong Road Station (Area 20
Precinct) indicate that this area will provide land for approximately 2,500 homes and
6,400 residents with easy access to public transport and the Rouse Hill Town Centre.
The proposed development is consistent with the historical objectives of the SREP 19.

Area 20 Salinity Map
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Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No.20 - Hawkesbury - Nepean River
Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No.20 (SREP 20) relates to future long term
planning in the Hawkesbury-Nepean River Valley and identifies the major issues
affecting the river and its valley. The plan covers all planning aspects along the river
through eleven local government areas.
With respect to the Rouse Hill Development Area, page 21 of SREP 20 states:
"The development of land for urban purposes along the Hawkesbury-Nepean River poses
a potential threat to water quality. The plan recognises the need to ensure that future
urban and rural residential development is only carried out in keeping with the river's
assimilative capacity, in conjunction with appropriate sewage disposal and urban and
rural run-off strategies. The plan requires councils to consider water quality objectives
through the preparation of river management plans and when considering development
applications."
The planning and design of the North West Sector Growth Centre precincts has given
due consideration to the water quality of the Hawkesbury Nepean River and its
tributaries and the environmental quality of the whole catchment. It is considered that
the proposed expansion of the existing educational establishment will not prejudice
the aims and objectives of SEPP 20.
There will be no likely detrimental impacts upon the Hawkesbury/Nepean River. Given
the site is relatively well removed from this river system there will be no direct impact
created by the proposal. Appropriate water quality control measures and soil erosion
methods will be implemented during construction in accordance with conditions of
consent.
Stormwater and water quality management measures are considered as part of the
consulting engineers work submitted with the development application. Stormwater
strategies for the proposed development are further discussed in Section 6.5.14 of this
report.

5.8

NSW Strategic Policy Considerations and other planning legislation
NSW Strategic Policy Considerations
The provisions of the SEARS issued for the project requested consideration of the goals
and strategic planning directions of the following policies:
NSW
Priorities

State NSW State Priorities are five high-level priorities for the State,
including:
• A strong budget an economy;
• Building infrastructure;
• Protecting the vulnerable;
• Better services; and
• Safer communities.
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The proposed expansion of the existing Rouse Hill Anglican
College in the major growth centre of North West Sydney will
create additional educational capacity providing social
infrastructure and contributing to better services and safer
communities. It will provide for ongoing jobs in construction,
administration and education thereby strengthening the local
and regional economy.
One of the key goals of A Plan for Growing Sydney is to
“identify and plan for new school sites throughout Sydney” to
meet Sydney’s growing needs. The key directions of the Plan
include plan for the ongoing delivery of education and health
services. The proposed expansion of the existing Rouse Hill
Anglican College will assist in the delivery of quality
educational to the North West sector of Sydney for the next
20 years. The proposal is consistent with the gaols and
strategic directions of this Plan.
The proposal is considered to be consistent with this Master
Plan as it support and provides quality education facilities
within close proximity to existing bus and rail infrastructure,
including accessibility to Rouse Hill Station and Cudgegong
Station along the North West Rail Link.
The location of Rouse Hill Anglican College is supportive of
the public transport initiatives for bus transport within Sydney
Bus Future 2013. This matter is further discussed in the Traffic
Assessment undertaken by Traffix including a review of
existing and future public transport networks serving this area
of the North West sector.
Rouse Hill Anglican College is supportive of students and staff
using bikes and provision has been made for additional bike
storage capacity in the plans for the school expansion. It is
envisaged that as residential subdivision and development
occurs in the surrounding precinct the use of bicycles will
increase. A total of 66 bicycle spaces are provided comprising
26 spaces for the Junior School and 40 spaces for the Senior
School.
It is envisaged that as residential subdivision and
development occurs in the surrounding precinct walking to
the school will increase. The development and contribution
plans for the Area 20 Precinct include provision for
improvements to footpath connections as part of road
infrastructure
upgrades
occurring
with
residential
development. The proposed development is well located
within the walking catchment of surrounding planned
residential development.
The proposed development is consistent with the Healthy
Urban Development checklist in that it:
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Provides recreation facilities within the school campus
that promote and encourage physical fitness and
exercise;
Is highly accessible by public transport and is in a key
destination that promotes the use of active transport
infrastructure;
Has been designed having regard to preventing crime
and promoting a sense of security for students and
teachers having regard to CPTED principles;
Provides access to green space and natural areas
associated with the school oval and regional parkland
area;
The proposal has been designed to minimise
disturbance and health effects associated with noise,
odour and light pollution and has been designed to
address potential natural and manmade hazards.

Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act)
The TSC Act requires an assessment of any potential for adverse impacts upon
threatened flora and fauna (and their habitats) is undertaken during the planning and
development approval process. The TSC Act imposes a requirement through the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (as amended) for a consent authority
to determine “whether there is likely to be a significant effect on threatened species,
populations or ecological communities, or their habitats.” An eight part test is identified
in Section 5A of the EP&A Act to be undertaken.
A Flora and Fauna and Biodiversity Impact Assessment for the proposed development
has been undertaken by ACS Environmental Pty Ltd (see Appendix E). The report
states that the subject land (being within Area 20 Precinct of the North West Growth
Centres SEPP) is included within land to which a Biodiversity Certification Order has
been signed by the Minister for Climate Change and the Environment issued in
December 2007. This certification, essentially suspends the application of Section 5A
of the NSW EP&A Act 1979 over the land. As such, there is no statutory requirement
for the proposed development to be assessed in terms of impacts on threatened
species listed on the TSC Act.
Notwithstanding, the proposed development has aimed to minimise extent of
biodiversity losses and retain ecological values where appropriate for an operational
education campus. This matter is further discussed in Section 6.5.4 and the Flora and
Fauna Assessment in Appendix E.
Roads Act 1993
In accordance with Section 89K of the EP&A Act, the provisions of Section 138 of the
Roads Act 1993 continue to apply to State Significant Development. The development
involves works to a public road, and so requires approval under Section 138(1)(a) of
the Roads Act 1993. The proposed development will be referred to Blacktown City
Council and the RMS for consideration.
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The aims of the Growth Centres SEPP (Area 20 Precinct) are as follows:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

to make development controls for land in the Area 20 Precinct within the North
West Growth Centre that will ensure the creation of quality environments and
good design outcomes,
to protect and enhance the environmentally sensitive natural areas in, and the
cultural heritage of, the Precinct,
to provide for recreational opportunities within the Precinct,
to provide for multifunctional and innovative development in the Precinct that
encourages employment and economic growth,
to promote housing choice and affordability in the Precinct,
to provide for the sustainable development of the Precinct,
to promote pedestrian and vehicle connectivity with adjoining Precincts and
localities and within the Precinct.

The objectives of the R2 Low Density zoning of the land include:
• To support the well-being of the community, by enabling educational, recreational,
community, religious and other activities where compatible with the amenity of a low
density residential environment
The proposed expansion of the Rouse Hill Anglican School to embrace new Junior
School buildings on land adjoining the existing school at Rouse Hill provides an
important community service and facility and will allow for the orderly and efficient use
of land for important social infrastructure.
The subject site is currently zoned R2 Low Density Residential which allows for
educational establishments to be developed subject to development consent. It is
noted that under the Infrastructure SEPP educational establishments are permissible in
all R2 Low Density residential zoned land throughout NSW and the expansion of
schools onto land adjoining existing schools is permissible on all land (irrespective of
its zoning).
Educational establishment are urban support land uses and are permissible within most
zones throughout metropolitan Sydney. They are uses which complement and support
communities. The proposal is ideally suited for this site and is not envisaged to be
incompatible with any desired future land uses.
The subject property has been purchased and is proposed to be developed by the
Anglican Schools Corporation with the intention of providing for the educational needs
of children throughout the North West growth area and will allow for the orderly and
staged growth of an important educational facility for the next 20 years.
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The improvement to the range and quality of educational facilities provided by the
proposed school redevelopment is consistent with the objectives of both the precinct
and zoning in providing for appropriate multifunctional, educational and urban
support functions in a manner which is compatible with the amenity of the locality.
The proposal will assist in enhancing sustainable urban and employment development
in the precinct as it is effectively an extension to the existing school use of the land.
The subject property is ideally suited to an educational use as evident in the previous
approvals issued for the site.
It is considered that the construction of new Junior School buildings and existing
campus redevelopment within land owned and operated as the Rouse Hill Anglican
College will not preclude but rather support and encourage the future urban and
employment land uses identified for the Cudgegong Road Station Precinct.
The improvement in the range and quality of educational facilities provided by the
proposed development is consistent with the strategies and planning principles of the
Growth Centres SEPP in providing appropriate urban support facilities in a manner
which is compatible with the amenity of the locality and environmental characteristics
of the land.
The proposed development application represents the ongoing stages for a long term
investment into the future of this area of the North West Sector. It is considered that
the expansion of the school onto land immediately abutting the existing school
campus and within close proximity to the new Cudgegong Station centre and Rouse
Hill Regional Centre will complement the future land uses envisaged for the area.
The proposal has been designed to visually and functionally integrate within the
existing school campus and will not have any detrimental impact on the character of
the surrounding landscape.
The proposal will not impact on the agricultural productivity of rural land within
Blacktown, will ensure that development is carried out in a manner which minimises
the risks from natural hazards, will supplement the provision of public educational
services and will not create any unreasonable impacts on the amenity of adjoining rural
properties.
It is considered that the proposed extensions at Rouse Hill Anglican College are
consistent with the objectives of the Area 20 Precinct and zoning of the land and is
ideally suited to the subject property.
Clause 4.3 of Growth Centres SEPP (Area 20 Precinct) provides the following height
control.
4.3 Height of buildings
(1) The objectives of this clause are as follows:
(a) to establish the maximum height of buildings on land within the Area 20 Precinct,
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(b) to minimise visual impact and protect the amenity of adjoining development and
land in terms of solar access to buildings and open space,
(c) to facilitate higher density development in and around commercial centres and major
transport routes.
(2) The height of a building on any land is not to exceed the maximum height shown for
the land on the Height of Buildings Map.
The extract below of the height of Building Map indicates that a 12 metre height
control applies to the majority of the school owned land as well as other land zoned
R3 Medium density adjoining the school land.

A 9 metre height control applies to the new school Lot 14 DP 1120290. This is a height
control that has been established for residential development within the R2 Low
Density Residential zone.
It is noted that under the educational establishment provisions under the recently
gazetted State Environmental Planning Policy - Educational Establishment and Child
Care Facilities 2017 (ie. the Education SEPP) allows for new classroom buildings to be
constructed up to a height of 15 metres (subject to setback requirements) as complying
development in all residential zones.
While the height of the proposed module buildings from finished floor level to RL is
approximately 7.6 m, given the slope of the land and the need for cut and fill across
the sloping site, the height of some of the buildings when measured from natural
ground level extends to around 11m.
It is noted that this additional height is effectively restricted to the internal interface of
the new school property with the existing school development. It is also noted that
this area is at the interface of two maximum height controls ie. 9 m and 12 m standards.
It also must be stated that the new Education SEPP allows for school development of
up to 15 metres as complying development on any educational establishment land.
Furthermore, the school site will be effectively surrounded by a future local road
network with either medium density or low density residential development opposite
the school.
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The height of the proposed school development when viewed from future
development to the north of the site (opposite planned future road) will be below the
maximum height control and compatible with modern school development within an
urban environment.
It is noted that under the provisions of State Significant Development the consent
authority has the power to grant development consent even if a development does not
comply with the development standard such as height and floor space.
In regard to this project, part of the proposed Junior School classroom modules does
not strictly comply with the statutory height control of 9 metres and an Exception to
Development Standard request has been submitted requesting a variation of the
numeric control in the circumstances of this case. (see Annexure II at the rear of this
SEE).

6.2

Blacktown Council Growth Centre Precincts Development Control Plan
2010
The Blacktown City Council Growth Centre Precincts Development Control Plan 2010
(referred to as BCC Growth Centre DCP 2010) was adopted by the Deputy Director
General Strategies and land release of the Department of Planning on 14 May 2010
and came into force on the 19 May 2010.
The DCP applies to 6 precincts within the North West Growth. The Cudgegong Road
Station (Area 20 Precinct) development controls fall under Schedule 4 of the DCP which
was originally adopted on 25 October 2011 and amended on 14 July 2015.
Clause 1.2 of the BCC Growth Centre DCP 2010 outlines the general purpose of the
plan which includes:
“c.

Ensure the orderly, efficient and environmentally sensitive development of the
precincts as envisaged by the North West growth Centre Structure plan and State
Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Region Growth Centre 2006 (the Growth
Centres SEPP).”

As historically identified with the Department of Planning and Blacktown Council,
Rouse Hill Anglican College is one of a number of existing and new Anglican schools
developed by the Anglican Schools Corporation (ASC) to service the proven and
planned demand for educational facilities in the rapidly growing North West sector of
Sydney.
Educational establishments have long been accepted as being compatible land uses
within rural and residential areas and provide valuable social infrastructure that serves
local community needs. The existing college has been identified in the planning for
the North West Growth Centre and Area 20 Precinct Plan.
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The proposed staged expansion of the existing school will result in the orderly,
economic and efficient use of land for school purposes which are permitted under the
zoning of the land and supported by State planning legislation (the Education SEPP).
There will be no significant adverse impacts on the environment or the amenity of the
neighbourhood resulting from the proposed school development.
Clause 2.2 of the BCC Growth Centre DCP 2010 relates to the relevance of the
Precinct’s Indicative Layout Plan. The Area 20 Precinct Indicative Layout Plan has been
reproduced in Figure 5 – Area 20 Indicative Layout Plan).
The existing Rouse Hill Anglican College is identified on the Indicative Layout Plan. The
proposed expansion extends the existing college onto the entire lot (Lot 14 DP
1120290) located immediately to the north of the existing school campus. This lot has
been identified for low density residential development. Educational establishments
are permissible on low density residential land.
The DCP states as follows:

The proposed expansion of the existing school onto adjoining land is considered
consistent with the Indicative Layout Plan and State Government planning policy for
educational establishments. The proposed use of the land is appropriate.
It is noted that there is an indicative local road located wholly within the land further
to the north of Lot 14 DP 1120290. It is also noted that land to the south and west of
the existing school land is identified as medium density residential and is separated
from the school land by a proposed local road network on the adjoining land.
It is considered that the proposed is generally consistent with the Indicative Layout
Plan and provides a logical and orderly development of urban land for educational
facilities that will support planned urban development in the Area 20 Precinct.
As previously identified, the existing Rouse Hill Anglican College is a key component
of established urban development identifed within the Area 20 Precinct Plan. The
educational establishment is an existing landmark development that establishes built
form and character in the existing environment.
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The subject site has a capacity and a strategic location to enable the logical and orderly
expansion of the school development. The proposed development has been
architecturally designed to functionally integrate with existing school infrastructure and
complement the height, bulk and scale of modern educational establishments.
Clause 4.2 of the DCP provides a series of reference figures outlining issues such as
the planned road hierarchy and riparian corridor of Second Ponds Creek within Area
20. These figures and issues relevant to the site are discussed in Section 6.5.
Clause 4.4.3 relates to non-residential uses in residential zones within the Growth
Centre Precinct including educational establishments and places of public worship. The
objectives of the provisions of Clause 4.4.3 are as follows:

The subject land is surrounded by existing and planned road infrastructure with
plannned areas for low and medium density residential development (see Figure 9 –
Area 20 Road Hierachy). The proposed expansion of the school will enhance the role
of the existing site as a focal point of educational infrastructure within the precinct and
will maintain an appropriate reqlationship with future adjoining development.
The relevant development controls within Clause 4.4.3 are discussed below:
Control 2 of the DCP requires school developments to be located on collector roads
and preferably corner sites. The proposal is consistent with this provision.
Control 4, 6 & 7 of the DCP requires a traffic assessment addressing the impact of the
proposed development on the local road network and the parking requirements of the
development. The car parking requirements of the DCP are as follows:

It is noted that the Council controls for pre-kindergarten or child care staff and visitors
is 1 space per staff and 1 visitor space per 6 children.

Area 20 Road Hierarchy
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A Traffic and Parking Assessment has been prepared by Traffix Traffic and Transport
Planning and assessed the total development of the school site including both the
Junior School relocation and school expansion. The report (p.15) states that “with 194
staff members, 2,095 students (Kindergarten to Year 12) and 40 FTE Pre-Kindergarten
students, there is a requirement to provide a total of 250 car parking spaces. In response,
the development provides 285 parking spaces (a surplus of 35 spaces), exceeding the
requirements of Council’s DCP and thereby ensuring that all normal parking demands
will be readily accommodated on-site. The proposed car parking provision is therefore
considered acceptable.”
The proposed development comfortably satisfies Council's requirements for the
appropriate provision of car parking spaces on the subject site. A detailed discussion
of the proposed access, car parking and public transport is provided in Section 6.5.7
of this SEE.
Control 5 of the DCP requires a landscape plan and associated documentation
identifying existing vegetation and community plant species detailing existing and
proposed landscape treatment. A set of Landscape Plans have been prepared by
Terroir Architects and provided with the set of DA drawings submitted with the
application. The issue of landscape treatment is discussed in Section 6.5.4 of this SEE.
Controls 8 to 13 of the DCP relate to acoustic and noise related issues. The proposed
development is the expansion of an existing educational establishment within the
locality that contributes to the background noise and acoustic environment of the area.
The issue of acoustic amenity is discussed in Section 6.5.6 of this SEE.
Condition 14 and 15 of the DCP indicate that the general hours of operation of
educations establishment is 7am to 9pm. The proposed expansion to the school
facilities will continue to operate under the school current oeprational hours. The
proposed development will include Out of School Hours (OOSH) care operating from
within the new junior school classrooms. It is intended that this will operate generally
within the hours between 7am and 9pm.
Schedule 4

Area 20 Precinct Cudgegong Road Station

Schedule 4 of BCC Growth Centre DCP 2010 relates to the Area 20 Precinct.
Clause 2.1 of Schedule 4 includes the vision for Area 20 as follows:
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The Area 20 Precinct (or Cudgegong Road Station precinct), in the North West Priority
Growth Area, was rezoned for urban development in October 2011. The rezoning and
development of this area will provide a range of new homes which are close to jobs,
parks, schools and services. Planning controls have been developed to take advantage
of the new Cudgegong Road Station on the Sydney Metro North West Line. The
station is planned to be open in 2019. The proposed development is compatible and
consistent with the planned growth and development of Area 20.
The vision statement also includes reference to the cultural heritage significance of
Rouse Hill Regional Park.

The Rouse Hill Regional Park is located to the north of the subject land on the opposite
side of Worcester Road. Lot 14 is located below the ridgeline between the Rouse Hill
Estate and the subject school land and outside the visual catchment identified within
the cultural and landscape elements identified as being significant to the setting of the
Rouse Hill Regional Estate. A cultural heritage impact assessment is provided with the
development application as Appendix G.
In terms of the public domain interface and relationship of the development with the
landscape character of the locality, Clause 3.2.2 of Schedule 4 includes the following
controls:

The matter relating to cultural heritage and landscape treatment of the public domain
interface in the area are addressed in the landscape plans and cultural impact
assessment provided with the development application and further discussed in
Section 6.5.6 of this SEE.
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Site Analysis, Context and Setting
A Site Analysis Plan showing the existing built from and context of Rouse Hill Anglican
College is included in Volume 2 – Set of Drawings. The subject property has been
approved for use as an educational establishment and has grown in an orderly stage
manner since the original approval was issued in 2001.
The subject land is entirely suited for the proposed development. The proposal
provides an orderly solution to accommodating the ongoing educational and social
needs of the wider community through the expansion of Rouse Hill Anglican College.
The proposed redevelopment plans allow for the established College to meet the
growing demand for student places and provide appropriate teaching facilities to meet
changing educational standards required in modern school curriculums.
The proposed new Junior School development will provide for the additional classroom
space and administration facilities required as well as providing for new central carpark
to serve the operational needs of the schools student population.
The site is currently owned by the school and adjoins the existing primary school and
allows for new and expanded junior and senior school educational facilities to be
centrally located within the Rouse Hill area with easy access to existing major traffic
routes and public transport facilities.
The proposed school use represents a significant long term capital investment. The
locations of the expanded school on established road infrastructure within close
proximity to the planned Cudgegong Road railway station and Rouse Hill Regional
Centre is an orderly and efficient use of urban land.
No fragmentation of land is proposed. Indeed, the proposal effectively amalgamates
large land parcels into a single planned site for long term educational use.
The staged and orderly provision of buildings and infrastructure for the school is
proposed. Most service infrastructure is already available to the site.
The proposed use will generate employment opportunities for teachers and support
staff and will be a valuable contribution to the social infrastructure of the North West
Growth Centre.
The proposal is ideally suited to the subject land.

6.4

Built Form, Scale and Urban Design
The proposed built form is compatible with existing modern school buildings and is
predominantly located within cleared areas on site primarily devoid of any significant
vegetation.
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As detailed in the drawings provided with the development application, given the
slope of the land the proposed development will require earthworks for both cut and
fill to ensure that the linkages within the campus of school buildings are at appropriate
gradient changes to suite operational requirements. The objective has been aimed to
generally equate both cut and fill requirements so as to evenly distribute excavated
material across the site.
The proposed Junior School buildings are generally large single storey module
buildings that are well set back from Worcester Road. The closest new module to the
street is setback similar to the existing junior school module, maintaining a landscape
and open space area in the front setback area.
The existing landscape character of the site will be enhanced by management of the
existing retained areas of vegetation and the retention of trees at the street frontage.
In addition, the proposed landscaping of the site will maintain and incorporate a
number of native tree plantings which will help in softening the development and
enhancing the landscape and scenic quality of the locality.
While the built form will clearly be visible from the Worcester Road frontage the
context and setting of the development will complement the existing school
development and is consistent with the built form of a modern educational
establishment. The streetscape setting of the school owned site from Rouse Road and
Cudgegong Road will substantially remain unaltered by the proposed development.
The overall height of the proposed classroom modules has been discussed previously
in this report. The non-compliance with the numeric height control is generally as a
result of the required cut and fill and restricted to the central core roof area of each
module. The height will not create any unreasonable impacts on the amenity of
neighbouring properties or the locality. The overall built form is well setback from
Worcester Road between 51 m and 59.8 m with enhanced landscaped frontage that
complements the character of the locality.
The use of verandahs supplemented by covered walkways will achieve protection from
sun and rain for the school students, staff and visitors and pathways will connect the
new school buildings with the existing school buildings.
The overall height, bulk and scale of development is appropriate in terms of the nature
of existing development on site and the surrounding environment. The proposal will
sit comfortably within the context of this large expansive site with the proposed Junior
School buildings located adjacent to and connected with existing school buildings.
The proposed development satisfies relevant design quality principles for school
development as discussed previously in this report and within the Architectural
Statement provided with the development application (see Appendix A).
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Traffic, Carparking, Access and Public Transport
An assessment of the traffic and parking implications of the proposed development
has been undertaken by Traffix Traffic Planning (see Appendix D - Traffic & Parking
Assessment)
Traffic
The traffic implications of the proposed development primarily concern the effect that
the additional traffic demands generated by the extensions to the Anglican College will
have on the operating performance of the local road network in the vicinity of the site.
This matter is discussed in Section 6 of the Traffic Report attached as Appendix D.
Traffic surveys of comparable educational establishments have been applied to the
proposed development of the expansion of Rouse Hill Anglican College along with a
review of the traffic generation of the existing school.
With respect to the traffic implications of the proposed development the traffic report
states (p.18) that when the generation of existing development is taken into
consideration “the proposed development is expected to result in the following net
increase in traffic generation:
•
•

619 vehicle trips (342 in, 277 out) during the 8.00-9.00 am peak hour
415 vehicle trips (183 in, 232 out) during the 3.00-4.00 pm peak hour.”

The additional traffic generation has been modelled into the surrounding road network
and intersection operations. The proposed development has been assessed as having
only minor impacts of the operational performances of intersections during the AM
peak period.
The report states (p.22) that “the additional traffic volumes generated by the proposed
development will be accommodated by the future road network, with no additional
upgrades required. The traffic impacts of the development on the external road network
are therefore considered acceptable.”
Public Transport
Existing and future public transport services have been discussed in detail in Section
3.2 of the Traffix Report. Hillsbus and Busways both operate school bus services for
RHAC during the morning and afternoon period.
Cudgegong Railway Station is planned to open in 2019 and is located within 800m
south of the school site. It is noted that an extensive bus and rail network is planned
to serve the local area with connections to Rouse Hill Regional Centre.
The Traffix Report states (p.19) that:
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“It is important to note that the above traffic generations are based on existing modes of
travel to/from the site. Given that public transport services will greatly improve
throughout the area in the near future, as discussed in Section 3.2, it would be expected
that there would be a shift in travel modes, with higher utilisation of public transport
services and accordingly, a reduction in private car usage. Notwithstanding, for the
purposes of a conservative approach to traffic assessment, no reduction has been taken
into consideration. The above traffic generations can therefore be regarded as a ‘worst
case’ scenario.”
Carparking
As indicated in the plans accompanying the development application the proposal
provides a total surplus of 35 carparking spaces, with a total provision of 285 carparking
spaces on site.
As discussed previously in Section 6.3, Blacktown City Council has specific parking rate
requirements for school developments which have been assessed as follows “with 194
staff members, 2,095 students (Kindergarten to Year 12) and 40 FTE Pre-Kindergarten
students, there is a requirement to provide a total of 250 car parking spaces. In response,
the development provides 285 parking spaces (a surplus of 35 spaces), exceeding the
requirements of Council’s DCP and thereby ensuring that all normal parking demands
will be readily accommodated on-site. The proposed car parking provision is therefore
considered acceptable.”
Access
A new access will be established from Worcester Road adjacent to the northern
boundary of the site to service the new internal car park for the Junior School. This car
park will also be connected within the site to the existing access to Cudgegong Road
providing a through site link to spread the additional traffic flow in peak period largely
within the Rouse Hill Anglican College.
The Traffix Report states (p.19) that:
“All car parking within the existing school is currently accessed via Worcester Road and
hence, it is required to accommodate all entry and exit vehicular movements to/from the
site. Given that the proposed new internal road network (and car park) will require
drivers to enter via Worcester Road and exit via Cudgegong Road, there will be a
redistribution of development traffic onto the external road network. This will ease the
heavy reliance on Worcester Road and distribute the development traffic onto
Cudgegong Road, thereby minimising impacts.”
It is noted that an indicative local road is identified with the Area 20 precinct plan
wholly within the site to the north. This local road will be subject to the future
residential development of the land to the north of the school site.
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The proposed school provides and controls access to and from the school land with
the new Worcester Road access (in a similar location to existing access) and is designed
in accordance with the pre application minutes from Council. The new school access
provides a 6m setback from this future local road from the tangent point of the nearest
corner.

6.6

Tree Removal
An Arboricultural Impact Assessment (see Appendix E) has been undertaken by Urban
Forestry Australia which identifies the trees on the subject site and those trees
proposed to be removed as part of the expanded educational establishment on the
subject land.
The Tree Assessment details the condition of the trees located on the subject site by
assessment from ground observations and report on their current health and condition
at the time of inspection. The report also provides recommendations for the
protection and management of those trees to be retained from construction impacts.

It is noted that of the 196 trees surveyed within the proposed building zone of the
proposed works on the subject site, 121 trees are required to be removed to
accommodate the proposal while 73 trees are being retained. The arborist report
provides recommendations on minimising impacts and protection of trees during
construction works.

6.7

Flora and Fauna
As discussed previously in the report, a Flora and Fauna and Biodiversity Impact
Assessment for the proposed development has been undertaken by ACS
Environmental Pty Ltd (see Appendix F). The report states that the subject land (being
within Area 20 Precinct of the North West Growth Centres SEPP) is included within land
to which a Biodiversity Certification Order has been signed by the Minister for Climate
Change and the Environment issued in December 2007.
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The Biodiversity Certification of the area has permanently protected the largest and
most intact bushland areas inside and outside the Growth Centre while offsetting areas
of vegetation occurring on land that is required for housing, infrastructure (including
schools) and services.
“Certified” lands are those where development proposals require no further threatened
species assessment. This certification, essentially suspends the application of Section
5A of the NSW EP&A Act 1979 over the land. As such, there is no statutory requirement
for the proposed development to be assessed in terms of impacts on threatened
species listed on the TSC Act.
Notwithstanding, as discussed within the Flora and Fauna and Biodiversity Impact
Assessment (Appendix F), the proposed development has aimed to retain ecological
values where appropriate for an operational education campus.
In regard to flora the report states (p.14) that in regard to 37 Worcester Road:

With regard to trees on the existing Rouse Hill Anglican College land at 7 Worcester
Road, Rouse Hill the area surveyed has been wooded to varying extent since prior to
1947 “with some natural canopy regeneration resulting in various aged cohorts of
individuals occurring as an open woodland to 30m tall. The area of the RHAC grassed
playzone is maintained by regular mowing, having no understorey canopy and an exotic
grassland ground stratum.”
In regard to biodiversity at the existing school site the report states (p.22) that

In regard to fauna the report states that no fauna species were recorded on the subject
site during the survey. The report states that (p.22):
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In terms of the assessment of impact (p.27) the report states that:

The report concludes (p.29) that:

6.8

Landscape Treatment
The proposed development includes a detailed landscape treatment of the site as
illustrated in the plans prepared by Terroir Architects. The landscape proposal for
Rouse Hill Anglican College consists of:
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Treatment of the proposed new buildings and carparks.
New turfed play areas between proposed junior school and adjacent to proposed
hard courts.
Screen planting and fencing along the northern boundary of the new internal
access road serving the new Junior School carpark.
Replacement planting of saplings of tree species such as Grey Box and Turpentine
as recommended for Flora and Fauna assessment.
Landscaped and grassed central courtyard adjacent to COLA;
Make good areas disturbed by construction activities during new carpark works
adjacent, classrooms and proposed multi-purpose hall.

The proposed landscaping of the site will incorporate a number of native tree plantings
which will help in softening the development and enhancing the landscape and scenic
quality of the locality.
The landscaping will identify the entrances to the school site from Worcester Road and
will be designed to utilise retention of existing trees into the overall landscape design,
creating an attractive and distinctive school environment.
The tree stands provide a scale to new school buildings with appropriate areas retained
creating “green” links and buffer zones between the school campus and the useable
open space areas.
The landscaping identifies areas for play and movement, as well as for entries and
access routes. There is an appropriate use of shade trees and covered outdoor learning
areas within the school site.
Around new buildings the disturbed areas will be turfed and planted out. Planting will
allow sufficient natural light into the buildings with species selected to be appropriate
to a school learning environment. The landscape design restricts the number of trees
prone to limb or fruit drop.
The proposed landscaping will enhance the character and setting of the school
development and complement the existing frontage of the school land. The front
fence and signage are shown on Drawing MP-JS-20-02.
The design intent of the fence is for a low brick base and posts in the current school
brick colours with the infill metal palisade elements in the same Colourbond colour as
the rest of the school.
Overall, the landscape design will ensure that a high quality hard wearing landscape
finish is maintained throughout the entire development that relates to the surrounding
bushland character. The landscape treatment will benefit current and future users of
the school grounds by maintaining existing natural landscape qualities and improving
the school landscape environment.
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Cultural Heritage
As discussed previously in the report, the Rouse Hill Regional Park is located to the
north of the subject land on the opposite side of Worcester Road. Lot 14 is located
below the ridgeline between the Rouse Hill Estate and the subject school land and
outside the visual catchment identified within the cultural and landscape elements
identified as being significant to the setting of the Rouse Hill Regional Estate (see
Figure 10 – Rouse Hill Estate Views). Notwithstanding a Heritage Impact Assessment
is provided with the development application as Appendix G. The heritage assessment
(p.11) concludes as follows:
“We support the proposals contained in the masterplan as consistent with the heritage
and landscape objectives contained within the guiding documents for Area 20 (referenced
in Section 3) and the site, of which, the main issues are summarised as follows:
•

The topography and tall trees on the ridgeline between RHAC and the Rouse Hill
House and Farm will effectively screen new buildings proposed in the masterplan

•

The proposed masterplan will not impact cultural landscape setting of Rouse Hill
House and farm

•

The new buildings, particularly modules K, L and M are cut into the northern slope
of the site minimising their height, bulk and scale

•

The size and break up of each of the modular buildings (Block K, L and M) are
similar to the existing modules on the site and consistent with a rural character.
The design of the proposed buildings in the masterplan are inspired by the rural
vernacular materials and forms incorporating emphasis on metal roof forms, single
storey wrap around verandahs, and masonry walls.

•

The masterplan will be constructed as the student population expands which in
turn is a direct response to the population and densification of the area. Further
development in the area proposed under the Area 20 land release strategy, will
mean the school will expand within the context and character of a more urbanised
area.

•

Form, scale and setback of the senior school along Rouse Road in line with a
medium density zone further west.

6.10 Aboriginal Heritage
Local Aboriginal Groups have been consulted and actively involved in the development
proposals for a school use on the subject land since the original development
approvals in 2001. This original work has been supplemented by further studies
associated with the precinct planning undertaken for the North West Growth Sector.
Figure 11 indicates the aboriginal heritage issues relevant to the Area 20 Precinct.

Rouse Hill Estate Views

FIGURE 10
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N

Ingham Planning
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Source: GCDCP 2010
Area 20 Precinct
Public Domain and
Landscape Strategy
(Fig 3 - Views)

Area 20 Aboriginal Heritage

FIGURE 11
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Ingham Planning
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Source:
GCPDCP 2010
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An Aboriginal Heritage Assessment has been prepared by GML Heritage Pty Ltd (see
Appendix H) to accompany this development application for the expanded school
development (including Lot 14 DP 11202900. Aboriginal community consultation has
been carried out by the heritage consultant in accordance with the relevant Office of
Environment and Heritage guidelines.
The report states (p.8) that:
“The general patterning of aboriginal sites in the local area shows a strong association
with Second Ponds Creek. There are also a number of sites recorded to the south of the
study area extending between Second Ponds Creek and First Ponds Creek to the west.”
In regard to the subject site the report states that:
“The four registered sites within the study area are all stone artefact sites. Three of the
sites – RHAC1 (45-5-2575), RHAC2 (45-5-2573) and RHAC3 (45-5-2574) – were
destroyed with consent during construction of Rouse Hill Anglican College in 2000.”
Archealogical works conducted prior to the construction of Rouse Hill Anglican
College in 2000 were focussed on Lot 130 DP 1138775. A large component of the
proposed works associated with implementing this development is focussed on Lot 14
DP1120290 (ie. new school lot). Given the results of previous excavations and the
concentration of recorded sites in the vicinity of the site, the proposed works in Lot 14
(Primary school modules, carpark, maintenance shed, change room and canteen
building) have the potential to impact on Aboriginal objects.
The report states that:

GML Heritage Pty Ltd on behalf of the Anglican Schools Corporation have commenced
the Aboriginal community consultation process, and recently submitted a project
methodology and project information (Stage 2 of the Aboriginal Community
Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010) for Registered Aboriginal Parties
(RAPs) to review and comment. The assessment methodology is in line with the
relevant policies identified in the SEARS provided for this application. Correspondence
detailing this process is attached with Appendix H.

6.11 Bushfire Assessment
A school project is identified as a “special fire protection purpose” (SFPP) under the Rural
Fires Act 1997, the provisions of Clause 100B states that development cannot be
complying development if it is carried out on bushfire prone land.
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The proposed development is not complying development and is seeking consent via
a development application for the proposed works.
It is noted that a Bushfire Assessment was undertaken of the whole Area 20 Precinct
by Ecological Australia dated November 2010. The report states (p.1) that:
“The bushfire hazard across the site is generally considered to be low, reflecting the flat
topography across the majority of the site and low fuel accumulation levels associated
with the woodland vegetation that is prevalent. This report demonstrates that
development at the subject site can meet the requirements of Planning for Bushfire
Protection (PBP)(NSW RFS 2006b) given the incorporation of a number of strategies
designed to minimise the risk from bushfire.”
The Bushfire Assessment recognises and identifies the existing Rouse Hill Anglican
College as a land use within this precinct. In regard to the Indicative Layout Plan the
report states (p.26) that:
“The Draft ILP has been assessed and overall the ILP is considered to be well designed in
terms of bushfire protection.
•

•
•
•

The majority of the APZs can be wholly contained within the perimeter road
easement and standard residential setbacks (6 metres). In addition, the ILP
appears appropriate for where this cannot be provided.
Access is good, with sufficiently wide two way roads and many alternate options
for access and egress.
Schools are located a sufficient distance from the bushfire hazard
The residential/bushland interface has been minimised where possible.”

The primary bushfire hazard vegetation is identified as the riparian corridor that
extends along the Second Ponds Creek corridor to the east of the school site. Figure
12 illustrates the Second Ponds Creek riparian corridor that extends through Area 20.
The report states that the “existing school is located close to the proposed riparian zone,
with the closest existing building to the hazard being separated by at least 50m. The
required setback that is specified within PBP2006 for SFPP developments is 60m.”
The proposed multi-purpose hall and school development of the exiting school site is
setback behind existing school development and well in excess of 60 metres from the
riparian zone. The new Junior School buildings on the adjoining school owned land is
similarly well setback from the riparian zone. It is noted that the set back of
development from Worcester Road is between 50 and 60 metres with the riparian zone
being at least a further 100 metres away.
The minutes from Blacktown Council received following the Pre Application Meeting
indicate that the subject land is not bushfire prone land. However, assuming the
accuracy of the bushfire prone land map of Blacktown LGA it would appear that the

Area 20 Second Ponds Creek

FIGURE 12
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subject land is partly affected by a buffer zone of bush fire prone land however the
majority of the proposed works are located outside this buffer zone.
The Area 20 Bushfire Assessment states that as the bushfire hazard for Area 20 “will
change during various stages of development, due to creation of new vegetation, removal
of old vegetation and creation of new lots, ‘Bushfire Prone Area’ mapping (BPA mapping),
the trigger for assessment under the EP&A Act and RF Act will also change.” Under
current mapping, as the buffer zone to bushfire prone vegetation impacts upon the
school site, a bushfire hazard Assessment Report has been prepared by Building Code
& Bushfire Hazard Solutions Pty Limited to accompany the application (see Appendix
I)

6.12 Acoustic Assessment
Noise generated by children playing or from other school activities is quite different
from noise generated by industrial or commercial sources. In particular, consideration
should be given to the fact that noise generated by children playing only occurs during
school terms and is not constant throughout a school day.
Predicted increase in noise could only occur during breaks in the morning or afternoon
peak period, during the school day (recess/lunch) or during sports classes.
Furthermore, neighbours are likely to be at work or busy at home during the times
when children are playing outside and therefore may not perceive the noise as
‘annoying’.
Indeed it is commonly accepted that noise generated by children playing is a pleasant
and intermittent noise. It is a noise that is heard within many areas throughout
metropolitan Sydney and is indeed a noise currently generated on the subject site.
An Acoustic Report (see Appendix J) has been prepared by Spoke Acoustics that
considers the acoustic issues relevant to the proposed expansion of Rouse Hill Anglican
College in terms of on-site traffic generation, public road traffic on surrounding
residents, additional mechanical plant, kids at play and the multi-purpose hall. The
future development planned for the Area 20 precinct and the potential for changes in
the acoustic environment through increased local traffic, urban noise and the end of
quarry operations in the local area is also noted.
In accordance with the findings and recommendations of the Acoustic Report, the
presence of the existing Anglican College and playing fields means that the proposed
expansion will not introduce any new noise sources into the area. The proposal is
consistent with the current acoustical ambience of the local area and it is considered
that the proposal will have no significant impact upon the existing acoustical amenity
of nearby residential receivers.
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6.13 Contamination, Soils, Geotechnical and Site Suitability
As discussed in Section 5.6 of this EIS, a Detailed Site Investigation (see Appendix B)
has been undertaken of recently acquired adjoining lot (Lot 14 DP 1120290) which
indicates that the site has had a historical use as a rural residential property dating back
to 1961.
A preliminary Salinity and Geotechnical assessment (see Appendix C) has also been
undertaken for the proposed use of this property. Subject to the recommendations of
the environmental consultants studies, the new lot (lot 14) is well suited to the
proposed development.

6.14 Ecologically Sustainable Development
An Ecological Sustainable Development Report (see Appendix K) has been prepared
by Wood & Grieve Engineers to detail the ESD principles and efficiency measures that
incorporated into the design and ongoing operation of the proposed redevelopment
at Rouse Hill Anglican College.
The ESD report also demonstrates how the development has been assessed against
suitably accredited rating schemes in order to meet industry best practice.
The report also looks at measures to minimise consumption of resources, including
water sensitive urban design and energy and how the proposal has been designed to
promote the use of sustainable transport.

6.15 Stormwater Management
A comprehensive assessment of stormwater flows has been undertaken by TTW Pty
Ltd. Detailed plans showing the proposed treatment of stormwater across the site are
provided with the set of drawings submitted with this development application (see
Volume II – Set of Drawings). A Stormwater Drainage Report has been prepared by
TTW Pty Ltd providing an overview of the proposed works (see Appendix L) and states
as follows:

6.16 Utility Services
It is noted that all services are available to the existing school site. Specific details of
the provision of services will be provided with the construction certificate.
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Notwithstanding, as required by the SEARS provisions an Infrastructure Management
Plan has been prepared by Wood & Grieve Engineers (see Appendix M) detailing
information on the existing capacity of electrical and hydraulic services to the site and
any augmentation requirements for the development for the provision of utilities over
the various phases of development.
6.17

Safety, Security and Crime Prevention
In considering the matter of crime and public safety, reference has been made to the
“Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design Guidelines” (CPTED) released by the
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning in April 2001 and the "Safer by Design"
publication released by the NSW Police Service.
Both of the above documents identify four principles that can be used in the design of a
development to prevent or minimise crime and maximise public safety. They are
surveillance, access control, territorial reinforcement and space management
With respect to surveillance the proposed school development has been designed to
make students and staff feel safe in open public areas via providing places were people
can see and interact with each other. Casual surveillance has been achieved by building
orientation and layout allowing overlooking of the internal play areas and adjoining road
network.
In regard to access control design measures can be used to attract, channel or restrict
pedestrian and vehicle movement. The proposed development will enhance existing
pedestrian and connection points.
Territorial reinforcement is a key element in the design of any school environment.
The students and staff are given a sense of ownership of internal play and circulation
areas with landscaping, materials and finishes used to make the school environment feel
cared for and protected by it's users.
Space management is a principle that is linked to territorial reinforcement and ensures
that spaces are well used and maintained. The internal areas of the school environment
will be maintained in a comfortable, clean and coordinated manner by the school’s
property maintenance section. Maintaining the school in such a manner is not only
important for crime prevention and safety but is also important to the school’s image to
the general public.

6.18 Accessibility
An Access Report has been prepared by Code Performance to assess the accessibility
of the proposed expansion of the existing school facilities in terms of relevant
“deemed-to-satisfy” provisons of the Building Code of Australia.
The Access report is attached as Appendix N which concludes as follows:
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6.19 Construction & Waste Management
Appropriate conditions of consent will ensure that construction works will have
minimal effect on the environment and that all wastes, stormwater and sewerage
associated with the development is appropriately dealt with.
As required in previous development consents for the subject site, plans showing
vehicle access and pedestrian safety during the construction process will be submitted
for consideration and approval prior to commencement of work.
A Construction Management Plan (see Appendix N) has been prepared that provides
specific information regarding the management of project related works and all
activities associated with the construction of the proposed development including
noise control measures, sediment and erosion control, waste management, hazardous
materials and site layout and traffic controllers.

6.20 New School Identification Signage
The proposed new school signage at the frontage of Worcester Road requires
assessment under State Environmental Planning Policy No 64—Advertising and
Signage. The proposed signage includes two school signs “Rouse Hill Anglican
College” (with crest) approximately 2000 mm (w) x 600 m (h) panels on either side of
the new vehicle entry off Worcester Road. The signs are attached to the façade of the
new brick and post frontage fence that is an extension to existing school fencing along
Worcester Road. The signs are illustrated on DA Drawing MP-JS-20-02.
In regard to the proposed sign the provisions of SEPP 64 Advertising and Signage
seeks to achieve the following aims and objectives:
(a) to ensure that signage (including advertising):
(i) is compatible with the desired amenity and visual character of an area, and
(ii) provides effective communication in suitable locations, and
(iii) is of high quality design and finish, and
(b) to regulate signage (but not content) under Part 4 of the Act, and
(c) to provide time-limited consents for the display of certain advertisements,
and
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(d) to regulate the display of advertisements in transport corridors, and
(e) to ensure that public benefits may be derived from advertising in and
adjacent to transport corridors.
Clause 4 provides the definitions for SEPP 64. Pursuant to these definitions, the
proposed external “Rouse Hill Anglican College” signage with school crest would be
defined as “building identification signs”. No general advertising signs are proposed.
The relevant sign type definitions from SEPP 64 is reproduced below.
building identification sign means a sign that identifies or names a building,
and that may include the name of a business or building, the street number of a
building, the nature of the business and a logo or other symbol that identifies the
business, but that does not include general advertising of products, goods or
services.
The proposed building identification sign complies with the above definition.
Clause 5 of SEPP 64 prescribes that the SEPP applies to the whole of the State, except
land to which SEPP (Kosciuszko National Park – Alpine Resorts) 2007 and SEPP (Western
Sydney Parklands) 2009 apply.
Clause 6 of SEPP 64 sets out what signage the SEPP applies to, as follows.
(1) This Policy applies to all signage:
(a) that, under another environmental planning instrument that applies to the
signage, can be displayed with or without development consent, and
(b) is visible from any public place or public reserve,
except as provided by this Policy.
(2) This Policy does not apply to signage that, or the display of which, is exempt
development under an environmental planning instrument that applies to it, or
that is exempt development under this Policy.
Clause 7 of SEPP 64 prescribes that in the event of an inconsistency between the SEPP
and another environmental planning instrument, whether made before or after this
SEPP, the SEPP prevails to the extent of the inconsistency.
Clause 8 of SEPP 64 requires that:
“A consent authority must not grant development consent to an application to
display signage unless the consent authority is satisfied:
(a) that the signage is consistent with the objectives of this Policy as set out in
clause 3 (1) (a), and
(b) that the signage the subject of the application satisfies the assessment criteria
specified in Schedule 1”.
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The objectives referred to in clause 3(1)(a) are:
“(a) to ensure that signage (including advertising):
(i) is compatible with the desired amenity and visual character of an area, and
(ii) provides effective communication in suitable locations, and
(iii) is of high quality design and finish.”
In regard to (i), the proposed signage is in keeping with the amenity and visual
character of the Rouse Hill Anglican College and is one of the major educational
destinations within the surrounding region.
In regard to (ii), nature of the proposed signage is intended to clearly identify the
school complex that occupies the land to vehicular traffic in the locality.
In regard to (iii), as indicated on the submitted plans and images, the proposed signage
will be of high quality design and finish and is integrated with the overall boundary
fence design.
The assessment criteria in Schedule 1 of SEPP 64 are noted and addressed in the
following table.
Criterion
1
Character of the area
Is the proposal compatible with the
existing or desired future character of
the area or locality in which it is
proposed to be located?
Is the proposal consistent with a
particular
theme
for
outdoor
advertising in the area or locality?

2
Special areas
Does the proposal detract from the
amenity or visual quality of any
environmentally
sensitive
areas,
heritage areas, natural or other
conservation areas, open space areas,
waterways, rural landscapes or
residential areas?
3
Views and vistas
Does the proposal obscure or
compromise important views?

Comment
Yes, as noted above the proposed
signage is considered to be compatible
with the existing and desired character of
the locality.
Yes. The existing signage in the area
relates to use and occupier of the land at
Rouse Hill. The proposed signage will be
in keeping with this building/business
identification sign theme, with colours,
typography and style compatible with
existing signage along Worcester Road
and the identity of the school operator of
the land.
No. There are no areas of particular
sensitivity that will be affected by the
proposed signs.

No. Proposed signage does not obscure
or encroach any important views.
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Comment
No. The signs do not extend above the
roofline of the building and will not affect
the skyline or any vistas.
Yes. Proposed signage does not obstruct
or clutter views of existing signage of
neighbouring properties or any general
advertising signs in the locality.

4
Streetscape,
setting
or
landscape
Is the scale, proportion and form of the Yes. The proposed sign is of a scale,
proposal
appropriate
for
the proportion and form appropriate to the
streetscape, setting or landscape?
building and the streetscape and setting
within which the school is located. The
proposed signs will enhance the
presentation of the site by adding visual
interest in a co-ordinated manner.
Does the proposal contribute to the Yes. The signage will contribute to the
visual interest of the streetscape, visual interest of the setting as discussed
setting or landscape?
above.
The proposed signage will
contribute positively to the setting,
without creating visual clutter or
obtrusively impacting on the streetscape.
An appropriate visual outcome is
achieved.
Does the proposal reduce clutter by The large nature of the school site ensures
rationalising and simplifying existing that
proposed
signage
can
be
advertising?
accommodated without creating visual
clutter.
Does
the
proposal
screen No.
unsightliness?
Does the proposal protrude above No (the small number of signs do not
buildings, structures or tree canopies protrude above tree canopies).
in the area or locality?
5
Site and building
Is the proposal compatible with the Yes. Because of the large scale of the site,
scale,
proportion
and
other the signage is in proportion with the
characteristics of the site or building, context and setting of the area.
or both, on which the proposed
signage is to be located?
Does the proposal respect important Yes. The proposal respects and retains
features of the site or building, or the overall features of the site.
both?
Does the proposal show innovation Yes. Integrating signs into the overall
and imagination in its relationship to boundary fencing design is a positive
the site or building, or both?
urban design outcome.
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Criterion

Comment

6
Associated devices and logos
with advertisements and advertising
structures
Have any safety devices, platforms,
lighting devices or logos been
designed as an integral part of the
signage or structure on which it is to
be displayed?

No. The signage is simple and does not
need elaborate structures. The sign will
incorporate the school crest similar to
other
ASC
school
throughout
metropolitan NSW.

7
Illumination
Would
illumination
result
in No. No unacceptable glare or light
unacceptable glare?
spillage is created
Would illumination affect safety for No. The relatively low level of light
pedestrians, vehicles or aircraft?
emission from the school frontage would
not affect safety, rather the safety of
pedestrians and vehicles will be improved
by improved site identification and
fencing at night time.
Would illumination detract from the No.
amenity of any residence or other form
of accommodation?
Can the intensity of the illumination be Low intensity lighting is proposed and
adjusted, if necessary?
illumination limited to the hours between
dusk and midnight. Adjustment of light
intensity is not considered necessary.
Is the illumination subject to a curfew? No. The school site is surrounded by a
road network. The signage adjacent to
Worcester Road with no unreasonable
impact on residential areas within the
wider locality.
8
Safety
Would the proposal reduce the safety No. The signage is designed and located
for any public road?
in a manner that does not distract drivers
or impact on road safety in adjoining
streets. No flashing or moving signage is
proposed and low glare lighting is
utilised. .
Would the proposal reduce the safety No.
for pedestrians or bicyclists?
Would the proposal reduce the safety No.
for pedestrians, particularly children,
by obscuring sightlines from public
areas?
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Part 3 Advertisements
Part 3 of SEPP 64 (clauses 9 to 28) applies to all signage other than business
identification signs, building identification signs, signage on vehicles and signage that,
or the display of which, is exempt development under an environmental planning
instrument. As the proposed signage comprises building and business identification
signs, part 3 of SEPP 64 is not applicable to the proposed signage,
Part 4 Miscellaneous
There are no provisions of Part 4 of SEPP 64 (clauses 29 to 34) that are relevant to the
proposed signage.
Overall it is considered that the proposed identification signage will provide an
improved identification and operation of the educational establishment within the
surrounding locality. It will assist in identifying the site along Worcester Road on
approach from the north and south in a manner that complements the existing school
frontage and signage treatments.

6.21 Development Contributions
There relevant contributions plan for the site is the Blacktown Council’s Contribution
Plan No.22 – Area 20 Precinct. The underlying purpose of the contribution plan for the
Area 20 Precinct is to raise funds from private, commercially driven developments to
be put towards the cost of public facilities and infrastructure which are burdened by
those developments.
Blacktown Council has indicated that should the development be approved, the
development should be levied for Water Management and Traffic Management
contributions based on the developable area in accordance with Section 94 of the
EP&A Act 1979.
Consultation has been undertaken with Blacktown Council in regard to both the total
amount of contributions required to be paid under this plan for the redevelopment
works and the indicative rates for the phasing of work over time.
We understand that a condition of consent will be framed to allow the payment of
contribution instalments commensurate with the proposed phasing of works as
outlined in Section 4.4 of this EIS. This approach is consistent with other similar
development approved by Blacktown Council and being undertaken in the North West
Growth Centre.
6.22

Public Interest
It is considered that the proposed development of the existing Rouse Hill Anglican
College is in the public interest as it:
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Is consistent with the zoning, precinct planning and development controls under
the Growth Centre (Area 20 precinct)
Will provide valuable social infrastructure to support the educational needs of
the growing population within the North West sector;
Will strengthen Rouse Hill’s role as an emerging centre of Sydney;
Is of high architectural standard, and has a built form compatible with modern
educational precincts and complements existing and planned development in
the locality;
Will facilitate the orderly and economic use and development of land;
Will provide for the opportunity of public use of school facilities (including out
of school hours care, new school multi-purpose hall and oval).

•
•
•
•

•
•

Any submission made in respect of this application will be addressed by the consent
authority as part of the assessment process of this development. These matters have
been addressed in the previous assessment of the application in this report.

7.

RISK ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION MEASURES

7.1

Risk Assessment
The Environmental Risk Assessment (ERA) establishes a residual risk by reviewing the
significance of environmental impacts and the ability to manage those impacts. The
ERA for the Rouse Hill Anglican College Redevelopment has been adapted from
Australian Standard AS4369.1999 Risk Management and Environmental Risk Tools.
The Risk Assessment Matrix (see figure below) illustrates how the residual
environmental impacts of a proposal are assigned. The sum of the values assigned
provides an indicative ranking of potential residual impacts after the mitigation
measures are implemented as follows:
• The significance of impact is assigned a value between 1 and 5 based on:
o
o
o

the receiving environment;
the level of understanding of the type and extent of impacts; and
the likely community response to the environmental consequence of the
project.

• The manageability of environmental impact is assigned a value between 1
and 5 based on:
o
o
o

the complexity of mitigation measures;
the known level of performance of the safeguards proposed; and
the opportunity for adaptive management.

The sum of the values assigned provides an indicative ranking of potential residual
impacts after the mitigation measures are implemented.
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In accordance with the SEARs, where relevant, the ERA addresses the following
significant risk issues:
•
•
•

The adequacy of the baseline data;
The potential cumulative impacts arising from other development in the vicinity
of the site; and
Measures to avoid, minimise and if necessary, offset predicated impacts,
including detailed contingency plans for managing any significant risks to the
environment.

Appendix R presents the Environmental Risk Assessment for the project during both
the construction and operational phases of the development.

7.2

Mitigation Measures
The collective measures required to mitigate the impacts associated with the proposed
works are detailed in Table 5.1 below. These measures have been derived for the
previous assessments in Section 6 f the EIS and those detailed in the appended various
consultant reports.
Traffic and Access During Construction and Operation
Construction and operational traffic will be managed in accordance with the Traffic
and Parking Assessment prepared by Traffix Traffic and Transport Planners dated
August 2017 and the Construction Management Plan attached as Appendix O.
Contamination
The recommendations of the Phase 2 Assessment and Contamination Report
prepared by Martens and dated September 2017 will be implemented in regard to
the subject property. A Remedial Action Plan has been submitted with Blacktown
City Council on the 13th September 2017.
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Stormwater
Stormwater, overland flow and water quality will be managed in accordance with the
Stormwater Report prepared by Taylor Thompson Whitting dated August 2017.
European Heritage
The heritage impact is assessed in accordance with the conclusions of the Heritage
Impact Statement by Design 5 Architects dated June 2016.
Aboriginal Heritage
The conclusions and recommendations of the Aboriginal Heritage Impact
Assessment (AHIA) by GML Heritage dated September 2017 will be implemented
prior to and during construction.
Flora and Fauna
The findings and conclusions of the Flora and Fauna and Biodiversity Assessment
dated September 2017 bv ACS Environmental Pty Ltd have been considered.
Tree Removal
Trees to be retained will be protected in accordance with the recommendations of
the arborist report prepared by Urban Forestry Australia
Bushfire
The findings and recommendations of the Bushfire Hazard Assessment dated June
2016 undertaken by Building Code and Bushfire Hazard Solutions Pty Limited will be
implemented on the subject site
Noise and Vibration
Measures to mitigate operation and construction noise will be implemented in
accordance with the recommendations of the Acoustic Assessment prepared by
Spoke Acoustics.
Ecologically Sustainable Development
The Rouse Hill Anglican College redevelopment will incorporate a number of ESD
initiatives that have been assessed against a self-assessed Green Star Design and as
Built v1.1 Rating scheme. Details of the ESD principles and efficiency measures are
provided within the ESD Report dated March 2017 prepared by Wood & Grieve
Engineers.
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Construction Impacts
A Construction Management Plan (CMP) has been prepared dealing with site
management principles for the phased redevelopment of the school. The CMP
details security fencing, loading and access, noise control, sediment and erosion
control measures, waste management and traffic control. It is envisaged that the
CMP will be required to be completed and implemented by the appointed
contractor prior to the commencement of works.

8.

CONCLUSION
This EIS has been prepared to consider the environmental, social and economic
impacts of the proposed expansion of the junior and senior school facilities at Rouse
Hill Anglican College within the North West Growth Sector. The EIS and relevant
appendices has addressed the issues outlined in the SEARs (Annexure I) and
accords with Schedule 2 of the EP&A Regulation with regards to consideration of
relevant environmental planning instruments, built form, flora and fauna, bushfire,
social and environmental impacts including traffic, noise, construction impacts and
stormwater.
The proposal is considered to be worthy of approval for the following
reasons:
•

The assessment of this proposal has demonstrated that the development will
not generate any significant environmental impacts that cannot be
appropriately mitigated and managed, and is generally consistent with the
relevant legislation, planning instruments, strategies, guidelines and policies
for the site;

•

The development will improve the functionality of the existing school and
provides an orderly growth and expansion of the college onto adjoining
school owned land. The expansion of teaching and learning spaces will
cater for the increasing enrolment numbers and population growth
planned within the North West Growth Sector;

•

The proposal will provide new and creative teaching spaces which are
flexible and allow for enhanced learning and recreational facilities;

•

The proposed development will be of a high quality architectural design
that complements and enhances the existing school development;

•

The proposed development will be sufficiently setback from adjoining
streets and separated from adjoining properties and therefore will not
impact upon their amenity with regard to solar access, cross ventilation,
view loss, wind and reflectivity;

•

The site will cater for additional parking requirements on site and will enhance
the accessibility of the location, within close proximity to public transport
services, future students and staff from surrounding residential development
will be encouraged to use more sustainable forms of transport;
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•

The size and shape of the site allows for the provision of new teaching and
education facilities that meet design requirements for the proposed
uses, whilst not resulting in any significant adverse impacts on surrounding
uses; and

•

The proposal is consistent with the principles of ecological sustainable
development as defined by Schedule 2(7)(4) of the EP&A Regulation 2000.

Having inspected the subject site and the surrounding locality and reviewed the plans
and supporting documentation, we are of the opinion that the proposed development
represents an appropriate and positive use of the land. It will result in the further
development of a high quality educational establishment with no unreasonable
impacts on the amenity of adjoining properties and the existing and planned character
of the area.
Given the merits of the proposal we fully support the development and respectfully
seek the Minister’s favourable consideration of the application.
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APPENDIX I
Secretary Environmental Assessment
Requirements for SSD 8006
(Issued 2 November 2016)
Re-issued 29 Septebmer 2017
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APPENDIX II
Request for Variation
(Numerical Height Standard)

Our ref: 15177

CLAUSE 42 - VARIATION TO DEVELOPMENT STANDARD
Height of Buildings - Clause 4.3 of Growth Centres SEPP (Area 20 Precinct)
This request for variation to the maximum height control under the Growth Centres SEPP
(Area 20 Precinct) accompanies a development application (DA) for a new junior school
development at Rouse Hill Anglican College.
Under the provisions of State Environmental Planning Policy Educational Establishment and
Child Care Centres provides flexibility to accommodate built form requirements within school
development. Clause 42 states that:
42

State significant development for the purpose of schools—application of
development standards in environmental planning instruments

Development consent may be granted for development for the purpose of a school that is State
significant development even though the development would contravene a development
standard imposed by this or any other environmental planning instrument under which the
consent is granted.
As detailed in this Clause 42 Variation a part of the proposed Junior School building does
not technically comply with the numeric height control over part of the subject site.
Variation to the numeric control is requested for the purposes of this application.
1.0

Standard objected to

This request relates to Clause 4.3 Height of Buildings which states:
4.3 Height of buildings
(1) The objectives of this clause are as follows:
(a) to establish the maximum height of buildings on land within the Area 20 Precinct,
(b) to minimise visual impact and protect the amenity of adjoining development and
land in terms of solar access to buildings and open space,
(c) to facilitate higher density development in and around commercial centres and
major transport routes.
(2) The height of a building on any land is not to exceed the maximum height shown
for the land on the Height of Buildings Map.
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The extract below of the height of Building Map indicates that a 12 metre height control
applies to the majority of the school owned land as well as other land zoned R3 Medium
density adjoining the school land.
A 9 metre height control applies to the new school Lot 14 DP 1120290. This is a height
control that has been established for residential development within the R2 Low Density
Residential zone.

The 'building height' or 'height of building' means the vertical distance between ground level
(existing) and the highest point of the building, including plant and lift overruns, but
excluding communication devices, antennae, satellite dishes, masts, flagpoles, chimneys,
flues etc.
The proposed building is located over school land that is zoned both R2 Residential and R3
Medium Density. While the school owned land encompasses lots that are effectively a
‘transition’ between two residential zones, the school land forms one amalgamated chool
campus development. Only part of the land is subject to the 9 metre height control. The
majority of the school land has a 12 metre height control.
Furthermore, it is noted that under the provisions of the previous Infrastructure SEPP new
school buildings up to a height of 12 metres are permitted on existing school sites as
complying development within most urban zones (including R2 Residential) providing they
are setback 5 metres from any side or rear boundary. The recently gazetted SEPP
(Educational Establishments and Child Care Facilities has increased the height for complying
school development to 15 metres subject to setback provisions. The proposed Senior School
buildings complies with the 12 metre height control and is well below the 15 metre height
control for complying development within existing schools.
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An overview of the height provided by the project architect of the proposed Junior School
buildings is provided below with RL’s calculated at the centre line of cut of each building.
Rouse Hill Anglican College Masterplan - Junior School RL

Block K
Block L
Block M

Ground
Level
Veranda
63.25
65.65
61.27
63.66
59.27
61.66

Roof Ridge
(Highest)
69.485
67.525
65.555

Skylight
(Highest)
70.925
68.945
66.945

Existing Ground level prior
to site cutting (approx. at
CL cut of each building)
66.25
65.5
61.75

While the maximum height of the proposed module buildings from finished floor level to RL
is approximately 7.675 m, given the slope of the land and the need for cut and fill across the
sloping site, the height of a small part of the buildings when measured from natural ground
level extends to over 10 m when measured at the corresponding lowest natural ground level
on the site.
It is noted that this additional height is effectively restricted to the internal interface of the
new school property with the existing school development. It is also noted that this area is
at the interface of two maximum height controls ie. 9 m and 12 m standards. It also must be
stated that the Infrastructure SEPP allows for school development of up to 12 metres as
complying development on any educational establishment land.
Furthermore, the school site will be effectively surrounded by a future local road network
with either medium density or low density residential development opposite the school.
The height of the proposed school development when viewed from future development to
the north of the site (opposite planned future road) will be below the maximum statutory
height control and compatible with modern school development within an urban
environment.
It is considered that the proposed new junior school buildings have been carefully designed
in a location which forms a logical extension to the school built form campus area. The
single storey modules with verandahs and pitched roof have been carefully designed to
reduce the overall mass and scaling of the building and provide a desirable contextual
response to school development.
2.0

Clause 42 Exceptions to Development Standards

Under the provisions of Clause 42 of the State Environmental Planning Policy Educational
Establishment and Child Care Centres flexibility is provided to accommodate built form
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requirements within school development. The clause is similar to Clause 4.6 within the
Standard LEP instrument but provides greater scope for flexibility of school infrastructure.
The Growth Centre SEPP (Area 20 Precinct) has been prepared in light of the NSW standard
planning instrument (also known as the Standard Instrument LEP). An application to vary a
development standard can be made under Clause 4.6. This clause was modelled along the
lines of the previous SEPP 1 and aims to provide an appropriate degree of flexibility in
applying certain development standards and to achieve better outcomes for development by
allowing flexibility in particular circumstances.
Clause 4.6 states as follows:

These matters considered in this Clause 42 variation have been prepared in a similar manner
to a Clause 4.6 variation and are considered below.
2.1

Would requiring compliance with the development standard be unreasonable
and unnecessary in the circumstances?

In Wehbe v Pittwater Council [2007] NSW LEC 827, Chief Judge of the Land and Environment
Court, Preston J recast the long standing 5 point test for consideration of a SEPP 1 objection
set out in Winten Property Group Ltd v North Sydney Council (2001). The aim of this test is to
determine whether requiring compliance with the standard would be unreasonable or
unnecessary in the circumstances. The Chief Judge advised that the requirement to
demonstrate that an objection is well founded could be satisfied in any of the following
ways:
1.

the objectives of the standard are achieved notwithstanding non-compliance with the
standard;

2.

the underlying objective or purpose of the standard is not relevant to the development
and therefore compliance is unnecessary;

3.

the underlying object of purpose would be defeated or thwarted if compliance was
required and therefore compliance is unreasonable;
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4.

the development standard has been virtually abandoned or destroyed by the Council's
own actions in granting consents departing from the standard and hence compliance
with the standard is unnecessary and unreasonable;

5.

the zoning of the particular land is unreasonable or inappropriate so that a development
standard appropriate for that zoning is also unreasonable and unnecessary as it applies
to the land and compliance with the standard would be unreasonable or unnecessary.
That is, the particular parcel of land should not have been included in the particular
zone.

2.2

There are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening
the development standard.

As outlined in Section 1, the objective of the standard is to ensure that the height of
development minimise the visual impact on surrounding development. The objectives of the
standard is also to minimise overshadowing, impact on amenity and privacy on adjoining
residents and open space areas.
The subject site (Lot 14 DP 1120290) is part of the larger Rouse Hill Anglican College which is
located on the western site of Worcester Road and north of Rouse Road forming the
predominant existing land use in the locality occupying a total of over 9.4 hectares.
The planned development to the north and west of the subject site is intended to comprise
both low density and medium density residential development.
The new school buildings have been designed to be compatible with existing and planned
adjoining development in terms of height, scale, massing and streetscape compatibility.
The additional height above the numerical control of 9 metres is predominantly roof space
and will not have any significant impact on adjoining properties in regard to overshadowing
or loss of privacy or amenity.
The additional height is located centrally to the school owned land, well setback from
surrounding development and well below the maximum height of 15 metres identified for
complying development on school land under the recently gazetted State Environmental
Planning Policy (Educational Establishments and Child Care Facilities).
In the circumstances of this matter, the development requires a minor degree of flexibility to
the statutory height standard to accommodate built form requirements for the proposed
future school development.
In view of the above, it is considered that the objectives of the development standard have
been met in this case.
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Section 5(a)(i) and (ii) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 provide:
“The objects of this Act are:
(a)

to encourage:
(i)

the proper management, development and conservation of natural and
artificial resources, including agricultural land, natural areas, forests,
minerals, water, cities, towns and villages for the purpose of promoting
the social and economic welfare of the community and a better
environment,

(ii)

the promotion and co-ordination of the orderly and economic use and
development of land”

Strict compliance with the development standard would hinder attainment of the EP&A Act’s
object to promote proper management and orderly development of land as it would
unnecessarily restrain the development of an important social and community infrastructure
within the North West Growth Sector
Schools are an essential part of the urban fabric of any centre. The proposed school has the
capacity to integrate into the planned growth of the surrounding precinct. Indeed, the
proposed development will underpin the functioning and success of the Area 20 Precinct
and the Rouse Hill regional centre.
3.0

Conclusion

The proposed development satisfies the test established by the Land and Environment Court
as being appropriate for consideration of “unreasonable or unnecessary” circumstances in
the application of Clause 4.6 variation requests. It is considered that there are sufficient
environmental planning grounds to vary the numerical standard in the circumstances of the
case. Requiring strict compliance would hinder attainment the relevant objects of the EP&A
Act.
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